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　最近，イタリアの国立フラスカティ研究所における X線分光実験で，K中間子水素原子 1s軌道の強い相互作用によるレベルシフ
トと幅を世界最高精度で測定した．電子・陽電子衝突型加速器 DAΦNEから得られる運動量の揃った低エネルギー K− を用いて効
率よく K中間子水素原子を生成し，同原子からの X線を大立体角を覆うシリコンドリフト検出器群により観測した．これにより，
従来問題であった K−p散乱データとの矛盾が解決され，閾値での相互作用に強い制限が与えられた．理論的な閾値下への相互作用
の外挿の不定性は軽減され，ストレンジネスを含む系における強い相互作用の動力学の解明は新たな局面を迎えている．本実験の紹
介に加え，理論的な解釈を通してもたらされる原子核・ハドロン物理に対する影響について述べる．

1. はじめに
自然界の４つの力のうち，強い相互作用は量子色力学（

QCD）によって記述されるが，低エネルギーでは非摂動効
果が強く，理論の持つ（近似的）対称性の原理がハドロン
の動力学を理解する指針となる．QCDは，クォーク質量が
0の極限（アップ, ダウンクォーク）においてカイラル対称
性，質量が無限大となる極限（チャーム, ボトムクォーク）
ではヘビークォーク対称性を持つ．ハドロンを形成せずに
弱崩壊するトップクォークを除けば，軽いクォーク系と重
いクォーク系は異なった対称性に支配されている．ストレ
ンジクォークの質量はこれらの中間に位置しており，スト
レンジネスを含むハドロン系，とりわけK中間子（クォー
ク組成が ūs，d̄s）と核子の相互作用においては，QCDの
持つ自発的および明白なカイラル対称性の破れの効果が競
合しており，これらを理解する格好の実験場となる．

K中間子水素原子1(K−p原子)とは，水素原子の電子を
K− に置き換えた，K− と陽子のクーロン力による束縛系
である．通常の水素原子とは異なり，近距離において K−

と陽子の間に強い相互作用が働く．その影響は，K−p原子
の基底準位 (1s)における，電磁相互作用のみを用いた計算
値からのずれ (シフト)と，πΣ及び πΛチャンネルへの崩
壊に起因する有限の自然幅として現れる．
強い相互作用による K−p散乱振幅の閾値（ゼロエネル

ギー）での値は複素 K−p散乱長と呼ばれる．電磁相互作
用による束縛エネルギーは強い相互作用のエネルギースケ
ールに比べて十分小さいので，強い相互作用の効果は閾値
での値を適用できる．K−p原子の 1s状態のエネルギーシ
フト ε1s と幅 Γ1s と散乱長 aK−p との関係は

ε1s + iΓ1s/2 = 2α3 µ2
r aK−p

[
1 + 2α µr (1 − lnα) aK−p

]

と与えられている1) ．ここで換算質量は µr =
mKMp/(mK + Mp) で，α は微細構造定数である．
つまり，K−p 原子のエネルギー精密測定は，K 中間子と
核子の閾値相互作用に対する制限となる．

1厳密には K− の束縛状態だが、ここでは慣習にしたがい K中間子原
子と呼ぶ．

K−p原子は，K−を水素標的内に静止させることで生成
されるが，生成直後は励起状態であるため，X線を放出し
ながら脱励起していく．この 1s準位のシフトと幅は，1s準
位への遷移 X線 (ライマン系列 X線)の分光により観測す
ることができる．

K−p原子 X線は，KEK-E228実験2) により，初めて明
瞭なピークとして観測された (図 1(a))．過去の実験3) との
決定的な違いは，標的に液体ではなく水素ガスを用いた点
である．K−p原子ライマン系列X線の収量は，シュタルク
効果により，密度が高くなるにつれ減少する4) ．液体水素
標的を用いるとK−を効率よく静止でき，より多くのK−p

原子を生成することができるが，一方で，シュタルク効果
による X線収量の減少率はそれ以上に大きかった．
イタリア国立フラスカティ研究所のDAΦNE 電子・陽電

子衝突型加速器では，大量のφ中間子を生成することができ
る．二体崩壊からのK−とK+は，低エネルギー (16 MeV)
で，かつ，エネルギーが揃っているため，ガス標的を用い
た静止K− 実験には好適な施設である．

DEAR グループは，DAΦNE 加速器を用いて，初めて
K−p原子分光実験を行った5)．運動量のよく揃った低エネ
ルギーK−の使用は大きな利点となり，KEK-E228の精度
を上回る結果を報告した．一方，DEARで用いたX線検出
器は，従来の Si(Li)検出器でなく，時間情報の無い CCD
検出器であった為，図 1(b)のように，電子・陽電子ビーム
からの偶然バックグラウンドが非常に高かった．
図 2は，このK−p原子 1s準位の強い相互作用によるシ

フトと幅に関する実験結果2, 5, 6)，及び理論計算結果の一例
7)を示す．この計算では，K−p散乱データと πΣ不変質量
スペクトルの結果を用い実験誤差を考慮したフィットを行
っており，計算には K−p原子 X線データからの制限は入
っていない．実験値との比較の為，理論結果は，フィット結
果の等高線のうち 1σ の線のみを示す．図には理論による
フィットを三種例示した．三種の結果は補正項の有無や種
類による違いを示すが7) ，いずれも大きい誤差を持ってい
るにも関わらず，DEARとは離れた結果を示していた．
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Kaonic helium : experiments
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✓ Old “puzzle” has been solved 
✓ Shift < 5 eV, Width < 20 eV  
✓ Precision ~ 2 eV << Resolution 150 eV
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Fig. 3. (a): The Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function at the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu
Kα (8.0 keV), and Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted, where the data of all the target
materials were used. The fit curve using the function (1) is shown as a solid line,
and the root-mean-square error of the fit as dotted lines. (b): The deviations from
the fit line plotted for each target material separately: open circle (deuterium), filled
circle (3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the uncertainty of the determination
of the σ values in (a).

The energy dependency of the energy resolution of the SDDs
was evaluated from the peak widths. Fig. 3(a) shows the fit values
of the Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function against the X-ray
energy E , where the data of all the target materials were used.
The peak positions of the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu Kα (8.0 keV), and
Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted. The value of σ (E) at the X-ray
energy E can be expressed as:

σ (E) =
√

a + bE, (1)

using free parameters a and b. In Fig. 3(a), the fit curve using the
function (1) is shown as a solid line and, as well, the root-mean-
square error of the fit as dotted lines.

The deviations from the fit line are plotted for each target ma-
terial separately in Fig. 3(b): open circle (deuterium), filled circle
(3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the error of the determi-
nation of the σ values. Since all the positions are located within
the error curves, the error is taken as the accuracy of the de-
termination of the detector resolution for the fit of the kaonic
helium X-rays. The energy resolutions (σ ) at the X-ray energy of
the kaonic helium 3d → 2p transitions were determined to be:
σ = (65.4 ± 2.3) eV for kaonic 3He, and σ = (66.4 ± 2.3) eV for
kaonic 4He.

In addition to the X-ray energy data, the time difference be-
tween the kaon coincidence and X-rays was measured, as well as
the kaon time-of-flight of the kaon detector. The X-ray events were
selected using this timing information, to obtain a good signal-
to-background ratio in the energy spectra of kaonic atom X-rays
without reducing their statistics [7,10].

Fig. 4. X-ray energy spectra of (a) kaonic 3He, (b) kaonic 4He, and (c) kaonic deu-
terium. The thin lines show the peak fit functions after the background subtraction.
The positions of the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions are shown. In Fig. 4(c),
(1): kaonic carbon 6 → 5 transition, (2): kaonic carbon 8 → 6 transition, (3): kaonic
oxygen 7 → 6 transition, and (4): kaonic nitrogen 6 → 5 transition.

Table 1
Calculated energy of kaonic atom X-rays.

Target Transition Energy (eV)

C 8 → 6 5510
C 6 → 5 5545
O 7 → 6 6007
3He 3 → 2 6225
4He 3 → 2 6463
Al 9 → 8 7151
N 6 → 5 7595

The energy spectra of the kaonic 3He and 4He X-rays are shown
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), where the thin lines show the peak fit func-
tions after the background subtraction. The peaks at 6.2 keV and
6.4 keV are the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions, respec-
tively. Fig. 4(c) shows the X-ray energy spectrum using the deu-
terium target, where the signals from the kaonic deuterium X-rays
are not visible. The upper limit of the observation of kaonic deu-
terium will be reported elsewhere [15].

In addition to kaonic helium, several small peaks were observed
in all the spectra, which originated from kaonic atom X-rays pro-
duced in the target window material made of Kapton Polyimide
(C22H10N2O5), since some kaons are stopped there. The X-ray
peaks at 5.5, 6.0, and 7.6 keV are the kaonic carbon (K −C) 6 → 5,
oxygen (K −O) 7 → 6, and nitrogen (K −N) 6 → 5 transitions, re-
spectively.

In these transitions, the shift and broadening due to the strong-
interaction are negligibly small [16]. Thus, their peak positions can
be calculated using the QED effect only, as shown in Table 1. The
energy shift caused by the vacuum polarization effect was ob-
tained using the formula given in [17], where the first order of the
Uehling potential was taken into account. For the #n = 2 transition
(K −C 8 → 6), the formula given in [18] was used. The contribution
from higher order corrections is estimated to be within 0.2 eV.
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existed in the incident beam) on high-purity titanium and nickel
foils placed just behind the target cell. The energy of the kaonic-
helium 3d → 2p x-ray, ∼6.4 keV, lies between the character-
istic x-ray energies, 4.5 keV(Ti) and 7.5 keV(Ni). To obtain
high-statistics energy calibration spectra, we accumulated SDD
self-triggered events together with the stopped-K− triggered
events, which provide high-accuracy in-situ calibration spectra.

To avoid detecting the background characteristic x-rays from
other than the titanium and nickel, high-purity aluminum foils
were placed on all objects in the view of the SDDs.

3. Analysis

Fig. 2 shows the correlation between the z-coordinate of
the reaction vertex and the light output of T0. Each compo-
nent of the target assembly (a carbon degrader, a target cell and
SDDs/foils) is clearly seen. We applied a fiducial volume cut of
−7.0 < z < 9.0 cm on the z coordinate as shown in Fig. 2, and
of

√
x2 + y2 < 11.0 cm on the radius from the target center.

Slower incident kaons, which give larger light output on T0,
stop upstream in the target, while faster kaons (hence smaller
pulse height) stop downstream. Events which follow this trend
were selected as stopped-K− events when lying within the
solid-lined box in Fig. 2.

Stopped-K−-timing events were selected using SDD timing
information to reduce the accidental background. Time resolu-
tion of the SDD after time-walk correction was ∼160 ns (σ ) at
∼83 K, which reflected the drift-time distribution of the elec-
trons in the SDD. Data within ± 2 standard deviations from the
average SDD hit timing were selected.

Fig. 3(a) shows a typical x-ray spectrum for SDD self-
triggered events, which is used for the energy calibration. Char-
acteristic x-ray peaks of titanium and nickel were obtained with
high statistics. Typical yields of titanium Kα peaks are 5 × 102

events per hour for each SDD. Time-dependent gain drift was
corrected about every 20 hours. The energy scale was calibrated
by Kα lines of titanium and nickel with the well-known ener-
gies [10] and intensity ratios [11] of Kα1 and Kα2.

Fig. 2. A typical density plot between the z-coordinate of the reaction vertex
and the light output on T0, used to reject in-flight kaon decay/reaction events.

After applying the event selections described above and cal-
ibrating the energy scale, we obtained x-ray energy spectra for
stopped-K− triggered events shown in Fig. 3. Kaonic-helium
3d → 2p, 4d → 2p and 5d → 2p transitions are clearly ob-
served, while the Ti and Ni x-ray peaks are greatly suppressed.
Fig. 3(b) and (c) respectively show the x-ray spectra taken in
the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and December 2005 (cy-

Fig. 3. (a) A typical x-ray spectrum for self-triggered events which provides
high-statistics energy-calibration information. (b), (c) Measured x-ray spectra
for stopped-K− events obtained from the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and
December 2005 (cycle 2) respectively. A fit line is also shown for each spec-
trum, along with individual functions of the fit. The fit residuals are shown
under each spectrum, with thin lines denoting the ±2σ values of the data, where
σ is the standard deviation due to the counting statistics.
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Kaonic helium : theoretical values
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Width : ~2 eV
J. Yamagata-Sekihara, S. Hirenzaki 
(Private communication)

E. Friedman 
(NPA959(2017)66)

Y. Akaishi (EXA2005 proceedings)

Shift (eV) Width (eV)
K-4He 0.00 1.6
K-3He 0.22 2.3coupled-channel potential

KM (Kyoto-Munich) KN amplitudes  
within their sub-threshold kinematics model 
+ a phenomenological term

Phenomenological 
Vopt(r=0)~ - (180+73i) MeV

Chiral 
Vopt(r=0)~ - (40+55i) MeV

K-4He -0.4 eV -0.1 eV
K-3He 0.2 eV -0.1 eV
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Special interest in connection with light kaonic nuclei 

✓ Is there large shift > 1 eV, and width > 5 eV ?

✓ Sign of the shift ? ( attractive shift → no p-wave nuclear bound state? )

→ eV-scale energy resolution is mandatory



Need one-order better precision
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expected shift ΔE < 1 eV
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✓ Statistics : 200 counts

✓ Resolution : ΔE ~ 6 eV FWHM
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“high resolution + Large detection area” is essential

✓ Statistics : 200 counts

✓ Resolution : ΔE ~ 6 eV FWHM



2.  X-ray microcalorimeter



Microcalorimeter
Photon

1. incident particles absorbed


2. Energy ΔE -> Phonon


3. Tiny temperature rise is 
measured by a highly sensitive 
temperature sensor TES

TES microcalorimeter
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Reference : Bennet et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 093113 (2012) 

super 
conducting 

state

particles



particles

TES microcalorimeter
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Reference : Bennet et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 093113 (2012) 

Transition Edge Sensor

R0~50 mΩ

super- 
conducting 
state

normal 
conducting 
state

Re
sis
ta
nc
e

Microcalorimeter
super 

conducting 
state
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TES microcalorimeter
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Reference : Bennet et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 093113 (2012) 

Transition Edge Sensor

R0~50 mΩ

R0/RN~0.2
bias point

fixed at the transition 
edge by applying 

constant voltage bias

Microcalorimeter
super 

conducting 
state

particles



particles

TES microcalorimeter
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Reference : Bennet et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 093113 (2012) 

Transition Edge Sensor

R0~50 mΩ

R0/RN~0.2
bias point

Rapid increase 
in resistance

Tiny temperature rise

high energy resolution (ΔE / E ~ 10-3)
TES : ΔE (FWHM) ~ 5 eV @ 6 keV X-ray 
(ref. SDD : ΔE (FWHM) ~ 150 eV @ 6 keV)

Microcalorimeter
super 

conducting 
state

Re
sis
ta
nc
e

particle 
absorption

Typical

pulse

τrise~L/(Rsh+R0)

τfall~C/G

rise time ~ 200 µs

decay time ~ 500 µs



TES microcalorimeter
14

Transition Edge Sensor

R0~50 mΩ

Temp. sensitivity :

Energy resolution :

Saturation energy :

�E /
p

T 2
c C/↵I

Esat ⇡ 4TCC/↵I

Dynamic range
(∝ C/α)

Typical

pulse

τrise~L/(Rsh+R0)

τfall~C/G

rise time ~ 200 µs

decay time ~ 500 µs

Microcalorimeter
super 

conducting 
state

particles

R0/RN~0.2
bias point



Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator (ADR)
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33 cm

50 mK cryostat 
(model : HPD 102 DENALI)


(double-stage salt pills : GGG 1K, FAA 50mK)

ADR hold time > 1 day

two-stage

pulse tube

(60K, 3K)

relatively 
compact 

size

1cmPhoto credit : J. Uhlig

TES 
chip

✓ Cooled down to 70 mK with ADR & pulse

(< 500 mK @ GGG)



TES array (NIST)
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✓ 240 pixels 
✓ 23 mm2 eff. area

photo credit:
D.R. Schmidt✓ 1 pixel : 300 x 320 um2  (~ 0.1 mm2) 

✓ Mo-Cu bilayer TES

✓ 4-µm-thick Bi absorber (eff.~ 85% @ 6 keV)

small pixel size -> multi-pixel array

Φ ~1 cm



TES array (NIST)
16

✓ 240 pixels 
✓ 23 mm2 eff. area

photo credit:
D.R. Schmidt✓ 1 pixel : 300 x 320 um2  (~ 0.1 mm2) 

✓ Mo-Cu bilayer TES

✓ 4-µm-thick Bi absorber (eff.~ 85% @ 6 keV)

small pixel size -> multi-pixel arrayThe typical K-atom X-ray rate is 
~ 1 count / hour / array

Φ ~1 cm



Issue & solution
17

in a large background of charged particles 
⇐ large beam spot size (~several cm), π- contamination,  K- decay, reaction …

Requirement :
✓ Statistics : ~200 counts / week — very low rate

✓ Resolution : ~6 eV FWHM

issues cause solution

Poor S/B ratio charged-
particle hits 

on TES

✓timing cut : selecting “K-stop events” 
✓cross-talk cut using neighboring pixel info

Deterioration of 
resolution

✓installing lead shield to avoid direct hits of 
beam-caused background

Long-term 
stability

low rate 
science x-ray

✓in-situ energy calibration using X-ray 
generator (to be accurate as good as 0.2 eV) 



3.  E62 experiment



First case to use TES in charged-particle rich environment
19

2013    Start collaboration with NIST

2014    Demonstration experiment @ PSI (pionic atom)

2015    Approved as J-PARC E62

2016    Commissioning with K- beam @ J-PARC

2017

2018    Physics data taking for K- atom @ J-PARC, ~18 days

→ J. Low. Temp. Phys. 184, 930 (2016)

→ PTEP 2016, 091D01 (2016)

→ IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 27 (4) 2100905 (2017)

→ J. Low Temp. Phys. 199, 1018 (2020)
→ Phys. Rev. Lett. 128, 112503 (2022)

✓How the TES responses to a charge-particle hit ?

✓Can the TES keep its excellent performance ?



Collaboration
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Nuclear/hadron physicists  +  TES experts  +  Astro physicists

70 collaborators in total

ChubuU, JAEA, JAXA, KEK, 
OsakaU, RCNP, RIKEN, RikkyoU, 
UTokyo, TohokuU, TMU, TokyoTech

INFN-LNF, Politecnico di Milano

NIST 

Stefan Meyer Institut 

University of Zagreb 

Lund University

HEATES / J-PARC E62 collaboration 



T. Hashimoto@LTD17

J-PARC hadron experimental facility

8

K1.8 

K1.8BR 

T1 target 
K1.1BR 

KL 

K- beam is extracted as a secondary beam 
produced by p+Au collision at the T1 target

J-PARC hadron experimental facility
21

proton 
beam K- beam is extracted 

as a secondary beam 
produced by p+Au collisionfrom main ring

our experimental 
area
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tadashi.hashimoto@riken.jp

K-  beam

Pb shield

Cu degrader
dE counter & MWDC

X-ray generator

TES 
Cryostat

Liq. Helium 
Target Cryostat

~1.5 m

J-PARC E62 
setup

(thin scintillator to identify stop K- events)
900 MeV/c



D-D ( 1 : 5 )
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LHe_w_TES

A4

Designed by

Date

hashi

2017/04/05

tadashi.hashimoto@riken.jp
HEATES (J-PARC E62)

4 /5 

A4

Joint chamber for LHe 

and TES systems

LHe_w_TES.idw

X-ray generator

TES 
Cryostat

K-  beam

K-He X-rays

He target 
Cryostat

SDD (100K)

TES 
70mK

Liq. He 
target cell(1.4K)

calib. X-rays
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TES & He target cell
24

TES

Liq. He

target cell

He target

cryostat

TES

cryostat

K-  beam
Φ75 x 90 ~ 400 mL



Target region with shield, MLI, SDDs 25



Setup
TES

Liq. 3He

system

K- beam

lead shields

Cu degrader

SDD

X-ray tube

26



4.  Results



Operation of cryogenic systems
28

Stable operation for one month 
(28 He refills &  27 mag cycles)

3He 4He4He

Adiabatic
Demagnetization
Refrigerator

He 
target

TES

beamtime

keep 70 mK

keep ~1.4 K

with pulse tube

vacuum-cooled
with Liq. 4He

performed Liq. He refilling & magnet recycle once a day



In-beam energy calib. (X-ray tube)
29

CrCu Co

1 
su

b 
da

ta
se

t 
1 

ch
an
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l

all
 d
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et
 

all
 c

ha
nn

els

spline 
interpolation

Ch
an
ne
l

✓ X-ray tube was always ON during the experiment

✓ Pixel-by-pixel calibration every 4~8 hours



TES in-beam performance
30

Resolution geometrical map

Resolution at CoKα 

no box : doesn’t work at all (12 pixel)

CoKα1

CoKα2

Response function

~5.8 eV FWHM

Detector response is well described 
by a gaussian and a low-energy exponential tail

After all the analysis optimization (mainly reduction of charge-particle effects)



Charged particle hit
31



Charged particle hit
32

Charged
particle

If charged particle hit on the Si substrate,
heat will spread out throughout the array,
making small bump signals in many pixels

If charged particle hit on the detector pixel,
it deposits ~10 keV energy (Bi 4um), which 
become severe background in the spectrum



Pulse height distribution in array
33

Charged
particle

hit



Charged particle identification
34

‣ No difference in the primary pulses between X-rays and charged particles 

‣ If we look at neighboring pixels, we can reject half of the charged particles

primary 
(chan 129)

neighbor2 
(chan 155)

neighbor1 
(chan 171)

neighbor4 
(chan 161)

neighbor3 
(chan 139)



Timing resolution
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(6.2 keV)
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Timing vs. dE (energy deposit)
36

a thin scintillator just in front of the target

requiring the energy deposit to be larger than 16 MeV

to select low momentum kaons which are likely to stop in the target.



Background reduction
37

5600 5800 6000 6200 6400 6600 6800 7000 7200
1

10

210

310

410

510

610

X-ray energy (eV)

All pulses

Good pulses

Timing cut
dE cut

K-3He

Fe Kα

Cr Kβ

Co Kα



Kaonic X-ray spectra
38

4He3He

EK�3
He

3d!2p = 6224.5± 0.4(stat)± 0.2(syst) eV

�K�3
He

2p = 2.5± 1.0(stat)± 0.4(syst) eV

EK�4
He

3d!2p = 6463.7± 0.3(stat)± 0.1(syst) eV

�K�4
He

2p = 1.0± 0.6(stat)± 0.3(syst) eV

EK�3
He

3d!2p = 6224.5± 0.4(stat)± 0.2(syst) eV

�K�3
He

2p = 2.5± 1.0(stat)± 0.4(syst) eV

EK�4
He

3d!2p = 6463.7± 0.3(stat)± 0.1(syst) eV

�K�4
He

2p = 1.0± 0.6(stat)± 0.3(syst) eV

Syst. error :  mainly from the uncertainty in absolute energy scale

Async. BG

→ negligible

Main BG come from

stopped K absorption



Comparison with past experiments
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42 SIDDHARTA Collaboration / Physics Letters B 714 (2012) 40–43

Fig. 3. (a): The Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function at the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu
Kα (8.0 keV), and Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted, where the data of all the target
materials were used. The fit curve using the function (1) is shown as a solid line,
and the root-mean-square error of the fit as dotted lines. (b): The deviations from
the fit line plotted for each target material separately: open circle (deuterium), filled
circle (3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the uncertainty of the determination
of the σ values in (a).

The energy dependency of the energy resolution of the SDDs
was evaluated from the peak widths. Fig. 3(a) shows the fit values
of the Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function against the X-ray
energy E , where the data of all the target materials were used.
The peak positions of the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu Kα (8.0 keV), and
Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted. The value of σ (E) at the X-ray
energy E can be expressed as:

σ (E) =
√

a + bE, (1)

using free parameters a and b. In Fig. 3(a), the fit curve using the
function (1) is shown as a solid line and, as well, the root-mean-
square error of the fit as dotted lines.

The deviations from the fit line are plotted for each target ma-
terial separately in Fig. 3(b): open circle (deuterium), filled circle
(3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the error of the determi-
nation of the σ values. Since all the positions are located within
the error curves, the error is taken as the accuracy of the de-
termination of the detector resolution for the fit of the kaonic
helium X-rays. The energy resolutions (σ ) at the X-ray energy of
the kaonic helium 3d → 2p transitions were determined to be:
σ = (65.4 ± 2.3) eV for kaonic 3He, and σ = (66.4 ± 2.3) eV for
kaonic 4He.

In addition to the X-ray energy data, the time difference be-
tween the kaon coincidence and X-rays was measured, as well as
the kaon time-of-flight of the kaon detector. The X-ray events were
selected using this timing information, to obtain a good signal-
to-background ratio in the energy spectra of kaonic atom X-rays
without reducing their statistics [7,10].

Fig. 4. X-ray energy spectra of (a) kaonic 3He, (b) kaonic 4He, and (c) kaonic deu-
terium. The thin lines show the peak fit functions after the background subtraction.
The positions of the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions are shown. In Fig. 4(c),
(1): kaonic carbon 6 → 5 transition, (2): kaonic carbon 8 → 6 transition, (3): kaonic
oxygen 7 → 6 transition, and (4): kaonic nitrogen 6 → 5 transition.

Table 1
Calculated energy of kaonic atom X-rays.

Target Transition Energy (eV)

C 8 → 6 5510
C 6 → 5 5545
O 7 → 6 6007
3He 3 → 2 6225
4He 3 → 2 6463
Al 9 → 8 7151
N 6 → 5 7595

The energy spectra of the kaonic 3He and 4He X-rays are shown
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), where the thin lines show the peak fit func-
tions after the background subtraction. The peaks at 6.2 keV and
6.4 keV are the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions, respec-
tively. Fig. 4(c) shows the X-ray energy spectrum using the deu-
terium target, where the signals from the kaonic deuterium X-rays
are not visible. The upper limit of the observation of kaonic deu-
terium will be reported elsewhere [15].

In addition to kaonic helium, several small peaks were observed
in all the spectra, which originated from kaonic atom X-rays pro-
duced in the target window material made of Kapton Polyimide
(C22H10N2O5), since some kaons are stopped there. The X-ray
peaks at 5.5, 6.0, and 7.6 keV are the kaonic carbon (K −C) 6 → 5,
oxygen (K −O) 7 → 6, and nitrogen (K −N) 6 → 5 transitions, re-
spectively.

In these transitions, the shift and broadening due to the strong-
interaction are negligibly small [16]. Thus, their peak positions can
be calculated using the QED effect only, as shown in Table 1. The
energy shift caused by the vacuum polarization effect was ob-
tained using the formula given in [17], where the first order of the
Uehling potential was taken into account. For the #n = 2 transition
(K −C 8 → 6), the formula given in [18] was used. The contribution
from higher order corrections is estimated to be within 0.2 eV.
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Fig. 3. (a): The Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function at the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu
Kα (8.0 keV), and Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted, where the data of all the target
materials were used. The fit curve using the function (1) is shown as a solid line,
and the root-mean-square error of the fit as dotted lines. (b): The deviations from
the fit line plotted for each target material separately: open circle (deuterium), filled
circle (3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the uncertainty of the determination
of the σ values in (a).

The energy dependency of the energy resolution of the SDDs
was evaluated from the peak widths. Fig. 3(a) shows the fit values
of the Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function against the X-ray
energy E , where the data of all the target materials were used.
The peak positions of the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu Kα (8.0 keV), and
Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted. The value of σ (E) at the X-ray
energy E can be expressed as:

σ (E) =
√

a + bE, (1)

using free parameters a and b. In Fig. 3(a), the fit curve using the
function (1) is shown as a solid line and, as well, the root-mean-
square error of the fit as dotted lines.

The deviations from the fit line are plotted for each target ma-
terial separately in Fig. 3(b): open circle (deuterium), filled circle
(3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the error of the determi-
nation of the σ values. Since all the positions are located within
the error curves, the error is taken as the accuracy of the de-
termination of the detector resolution for the fit of the kaonic
helium X-rays. The energy resolutions (σ ) at the X-ray energy of
the kaonic helium 3d → 2p transitions were determined to be:
σ = (65.4 ± 2.3) eV for kaonic 3He, and σ = (66.4 ± 2.3) eV for
kaonic 4He.

In addition to the X-ray energy data, the time difference be-
tween the kaon coincidence and X-rays was measured, as well as
the kaon time-of-flight of the kaon detector. The X-ray events were
selected using this timing information, to obtain a good signal-
to-background ratio in the energy spectra of kaonic atom X-rays
without reducing their statistics [7,10].

Fig. 4. X-ray energy spectra of (a) kaonic 3He, (b) kaonic 4He, and (c) kaonic deu-
terium. The thin lines show the peak fit functions after the background subtraction.
The positions of the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions are shown. In Fig. 4(c),
(1): kaonic carbon 6 → 5 transition, (2): kaonic carbon 8 → 6 transition, (3): kaonic
oxygen 7 → 6 transition, and (4): kaonic nitrogen 6 → 5 transition.

Table 1
Calculated energy of kaonic atom X-rays.

Target Transition Energy (eV)

C 8 → 6 5510
C 6 → 5 5545
O 7 → 6 6007
3He 3 → 2 6225
4He 3 → 2 6463
Al 9 → 8 7151
N 6 → 5 7595

The energy spectra of the kaonic 3He and 4He X-rays are shown
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), where the thin lines show the peak fit func-
tions after the background subtraction. The peaks at 6.2 keV and
6.4 keV are the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions, respec-
tively. Fig. 4(c) shows the X-ray energy spectrum using the deu-
terium target, where the signals from the kaonic deuterium X-rays
are not visible. The upper limit of the observation of kaonic deu-
terium will be reported elsewhere [15].

In addition to kaonic helium, several small peaks were observed
in all the spectra, which originated from kaonic atom X-rays pro-
duced in the target window material made of Kapton Polyimide
(C22H10N2O5), since some kaons are stopped there. The X-ray
peaks at 5.5, 6.0, and 7.6 keV are the kaonic carbon (K −C) 6 → 5,
oxygen (K −O) 7 → 6, and nitrogen (K −N) 6 → 5 transitions, re-
spectively.

In these transitions, the shift and broadening due to the strong-
interaction are negligibly small [16]. Thus, their peak positions can
be calculated using the QED effect only, as shown in Table 1. The
energy shift caused by the vacuum polarization effect was ob-
tained using the formula given in [17], where the first order of the
Uehling potential was taken into account. For the #n = 2 transition
(K −C 8 → 6), the formula given in [18] was used. The contribution
from higher order corrections is estimated to be within 0.2 eV.

K-3He

K-4HeThis work

SIDDHARTA

PLB714(2012)40

SDD 
~150 eV 
(FWHM)

x 25 energy resolution 
x 10 precision (shift&width)

Preliminary Error bar: quadratic sum of stat. & sys.

attractiverepulsive �E = Eexp. � EEM

Excluded large shifts & widths
Detailed investigation of the optical 
potentials is under way by Yamagata-san.



Outlook with TES
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• Present system is applicable up to 15 keV, limited by TES 
saturation and stopping power of 4 um thick Bi absorber 

• Strong interaction in light kaonic atoms (K- 6/7Li) 
• Charged kaon mass (K-N, K-O, K-Ne, … ) 

• New system for higher energy up to 100 keV region is 
under development for muonic atom project (QED test 
under strong electric field) 

• Upper level of high-Z kaonic atoms to separate 1N/mN 
contributions (proposed in NPA 915 (2013) 170–178) 

• Ξ-atoms (Ξ-C) etc…



TES under development
41

✓New cryostat, new readout system 
✓Available soon (for μ-atoms) 
✓Multiple units can be installed 

J-PARC E62 Gamma-ray 50 keV 20 keV

Saturation energy 20 keV 150 keV 70 keV 50 keV

Absorber material Bi Sn Au/ Bi Au/Bi

Absorber thickness 4 um 120~250 um 3 um / 15 um 1.5 um / 15 um

Absorber area 320 x 305 um 1.3 x 1.3 mm 700 x 700 um 700 x 700 um

Pixel number 240 96 150 150

Total collection area 23 mm2 160 mm2 70 mm2 70 mm2

ΔE (FWHM) 5 eV 
@ 6 keV

40 eV 
@ 130 keV

20 eV  
@ 40 keV

8 eV 
@ 20 keV

Douglas Bennett @ NIST

Microsnouts for near term kilopixel arrays

46

TESX-Ray Spectrometer at SLAC LCLS-II 3

50
�m

m
�

120�mm�

67
�m
m
�

(a)� (b)�

Fig. 1 (a) A “snout” assembly currently installed in SLAC’s SSRL beamline 10-1 endstation. 240 TES x-
ray pixels readout by TDM SQUIDs. (b) Plan for SLAC’s LCLS-II TES Spectrometer “micro-snout” array
package. Four 250 pixel subarrays to make up 1,000 total pixels at 0.5 eV energy resolution. Readout by
microwave SQUID microresonators with specialized tone-tracking electronics from SLAC. (Color figure
online.)

whereTESbias linesare individually bonded toaflexiblesuperconducting aluminumcable.
This cable then brings the bias lines down to inductive interfaces and then to individual
SQUIDs in the timedomain multiplexed (TDM) scheme[10] . Finally, each of theseSQUID
channels are bonded to copper traces and connected with nano-D connectors at the base of
the snout. Figure 1(b) shows a schematic for the LCLS-II TES X-ray spectrometer snout
package. We have miniaturized the snout sub-package into “micro-snouts” arranged in a
two-by-two grid. Details of the micro-snout assembly are in section §4. With this tighter
arrangement of micro-snouts both the filling-factor of the pixels as well as the total solid
angle issubstantially increased resulting in even higher photon collection efficiency, though
thepixels themselves remain thesamesize.

Futureimprovementsincreasethepixel count beyond1,000 initial pixelstowards10,000
that could tile the 120 mm diameter collection area. To increase the pixel count beyond
10,000 pixelswould requirean increase in theborediameter, which would requireasignif-
icant change in vacuum components, but isotherwise feasible.

The TES pixels for the LCLS instrument will be designed to have a characteristic fall
time of less than 100 microseconds and an energy resolution of 0.5 eV. Methods for litho-
graphically controlling TES pixel speed with fall times less than 100 us have been devel-
oped[19] . Recent demonstrations have combined these lithographic speed-controlling fea-
tures with geometric optimization of the sensor shape to independently control the device
current and critical current to optimize the resolution. These devices have achieved 1.0 eV
resolution at 1.25 keV with 80 us characteristic fall time[20] . These studies suggest that the
challenging specifications for the soft X-ray LCLSarrays can be realized with device fine-
tuning to optimize the heat capacity, current and critical current in the device, combined
with lower temperatures for the sensor. Lowering the critical temperature of the TES im-
proves the energy resolution since DE µ

p
kBTEmax, where DE is the energy resolution,

kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, and Emax is the deposited energy of the
incident photon[7] .

240 TESs readout with TDM 1024 TESs readout with µMUX

TDM “snout” “microsnouts”



Summary & Outlook
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✓ precision spectroscopy of kaonic 3He & 4He 3d→2p X-rays 

✓ ~ 6 eV FWHM resolution (@ 6 keV) with a cryogenic detector TES 

✓ realized sub-eV precision for 2p shifts and width 

✓ large shift and width were excluded: |ΔE2p| < 1 eV, Γ2p < 5 eV 

✓ published the final results in 2022

✓ New projects (μ-atom/molecule) following E62 success is launched 

✓ ~30 keV region TES,  ~100 keV region TES system will be available 
in next year  → further μ-, K- Σ-, Ξ- atoms, K- mass etc.

J-PARC E62 

Outlook (TES)
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